Quick Walk from CMU

- Union Grill 413 S Craig St Pittsburgh, PA 15213, American food, where CMU CS job candidates get taken for their quick lunch
- Lulu’s Noodles 400 S Craig St Pittsburgh, PA 15213 - If you love noodles and have no money to go somewhere nicer and better
- Star of India 412 S Craig St Pittsburgh, PA 15213 - If you don’t know good Indian food, this is alright.
- Tamarind 257 N Craig St Pittsburgh, PA 15213, if you do know good Indian food, this is a little better (and a little more expensive)
- Ali Baba 404 S Craig St Pittsburgh, PA 15213 middle Eastern ok food
- Orient Express 4609 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15213, Chinese food, no alcohol; quick boring Chinese food
- Il Valletto Cafe 4626 Forbes Avenue, Oakland – Okay for lunch, but way too expensive for the quality of food at dinner.
- Lucca 317 S Craig St, Pittsburgh, PA
- Little Asia 301 S Craig St, Pittsburgh, PA
- Phipps Conservatory Café 1 Schenley Park Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Oakland

- Joe Mama’s 3716 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15213, American food, like a better diner; for the boring American Pittsburgher
- Fuel and Fuddle 212 Oakland Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15213, American food, good beer, open late, half price after 11 pm, for the noisy Pitt grad student or someone looking for a good deal
- Spice Island Tea House 253 Atwood St Pittsburgh, PA 15213-4052, Asian fusion, BYOB, closes at about 9pm; for the more alternative socially conscious Pittsburgher
- Mad Mex 370 Atwood St, Pittsburgh, 15213, Burritos and Co, open late, half price after 11pm, for the noisy grad who needs to fill his stomach
- Oishi Bento 119 Oakland Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15213 Korean take-away; quick decent food

Squirrel Hill

- Café Asia 5833 Forbes Ave, Pittsburgh 15217; quite decent Thai food
- Bangkok Balcony 5846 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15217, good Thai food (I didn’t say spectacular)
- Silk Elephant 1712 Murray Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15217 Asian
- Mediterranean Grill 5824 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15217 Middle Eastern; basement restaurant but the food is quite good
- Aladdin's Eatery - 5878 Forbes Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Fair middle eastern food at inexpensive prices. Nice selections of cakes and pies for dessert.
- Gullifty's Restaurant -1922 Murray Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Good jazz, good dessert. Do not eat a meal here.
• Mineo's Pizza House - 2128 Murray Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Pittsburgh favorite for pizza.
• Tango Café - 5806 Forward Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Cute place to get an empanada.

**Shadyside**
• My Thai Restaurant 5401 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Cappy's Cafe - 5431 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA – Outdoor seating, with standard American fare and standard Pittsburgh selection of beer.
• Sushi Too - 5432 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA – Good sushi and sashimi, but you’d get far better sushi for the same price in other states.
• China Palace - 5440 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA – Pricey and sometimes bland food. CP does have fresher vegetables and seafood than many other restaurants in Pittsburgh, however.
• Girasole Restaurant - 733 Copeland St, Pittsburgh – Above average Italian at above average prices.
• Pittsburgh Deli Co - 728 Copeland St, Pittsburgh, PA – Quick, cheap sandwiches.
• Shady Grove - 5500 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA – Serves more reasonably priced and better food than its upstairs neighbor, the Walnut St. Grill.
• Cozumel Mexican Restaurant 5505 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Plate 736 Bistro & Lounge - 738 Bellefonte St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Flair - 736 Bellefonte St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Pizzutti's Italian Restaurant - 709 Bellefonte St, Pittsburgh, PA – Small, a bit pricey, but rumored to be one of the better Italian places in Pittsburgh.
• Pamela's - 5527 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA – Famous for breakfast, and in particular, the fried hotcakes. Like much food that is famous in Pittsburgh, it might give you a heat attack if you’re not accustomed to heavy food.
• La Feria - 5527 Walnut St # 2, Pittsburgh, PA – Hit or Miss; Restaurant is in a gift shop and has a rotating menu, which contains great food sometimes and abysmal food during others.
• Crepes Parisiennes - 732 Filbert St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Thai Place Restaurant - 5528 Walnut St, Pittsburgh, PA
• Village Pizza 810 Ivy St, Pittsburgh, PA – Not particularly good, but it’s open late, is dirt cheap, and sells beer.
• Harris Grill - 5747 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Good beer selection. Decent burger.
• Elbow Room - 5744 1/2 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA - Comfort food.
• Soba 5847 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh, PA 15232 – Tasty and trendy fusion with high price tag to match. The upstairs neighbor Umi is a sushi restaurant with a similar description.
• Enrico Ristorante - 5863 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA -
• Fajita Grill 5865 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA
• La Casa Inc - 5884 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA – Tapas bar. Never been.
• Café Zinho - 238 Spahr St, Pittsburgh, PA – Small with changing menu. Food is consistently good. Average entrée costs around $20.